LAGNIAPPE PEDDLER LICENSING AND USE POLICY
Embroidery and sewing designs by Lagniappe Peddler are always designed and digitized in house
therefore we own and hold all rights to our designs which include the electronic stitch files, cut files,
patterns, images, videos, tutorials and instructions that accompany them. When you access our store,
you agree to our terms and use of these mentioned items.
Purchasing and downloading our electronic files will extend a license only to use it for the following
purposes:
You may stitch the designs on a sewing or embroidery machine for personal use or for limited small
scale commercial items that will be sold at physical locations, craft sales or online merchant and
websites. You may also stitch designs to donate to charity or for gifts.
Our designs may be edited for color or to add text to accommodate personalization. If the file is edited,
we still hold the ownership of the file; therefore it may not be shared, sold or transferred.
Business organizations, training facilities, retreats, or schools must purchase one copy for each person
that will use our designs.
Do not share the design items by any means of copying, transferring electronically, transferring
physically, distributing, re‐selling, gifting, external electronic storage devices, and downloadable internet
sites as this will violate the terms of the original license extended to you. Do not use our design items to
formulate or copy as a template for artwork, patterns, stitch files, electronic files, websites, logos, video
tutorials or any other creative endeavor without our express permission. We appreciate any interest in
using our designs for large scale wholesale production and welcome the opportunity to discuss with you.
Due to the nature of the electronic designs and any included items, refunds will not be issued as the
files cannot be returned once downloaded. The responsibility is the purchasers to validate the file
dimension and type will be compatible with their machine brand and hoop size. Due to the various
cutting machines on the market, we will provide only SVG cut files with our design packages. It will be
the purchaser’s responsibility to understand their machine compatibility and make any necessary
conversions, tracings or upgrades in their software. When opening designs on your machine, the colors
displayed may appear altered due to the conversion process from the native file to the stitch file.
Different machines may read and display alternate default colors. This is normal and will not affect how
the design stitches. Follow the included design sheet for suggested colors. We are not able to guarantee
any of our designs will stitch properly if they have been edited or resized in any way. We make every
effort to test all of our designs on several in house machines to ensure they run optimally. If there is a
problem with a design, please notify us immediately so we can work with you on a satisfactory stitch
out. The design page will have suggested fabric and stabilizers to use with each design as they were
digitized to accommodate those materials. We cannot guarantee a successful stitch out if alternative
fabrics and stabilizers are used.
In the event we discover, are notified or feel any of the above license and use terms have been violated,
the license extended to you will be immediately revoked and considered null and void. You will be
contacted by our attorney to cease all actions that infringe on our copyright.
Any of these terms may be discussed by contacting us via email support@lagniappepeddler.com

